How to support your child with their learning
in Upper Key Stage 2
According to The Organisation for Economic Co-mnerathml ald Devejmnkelt, “Gmmd
lukeracy hs tge best nrmtecthml afahlst uleknjmykelt, jmw wafes ald nmmr geajtg.”
This may seem a dramatic statement in the context of teaching maths to 9-11 year olds
but maths really is that important. A good understanding of maths will help your child
with important tasks such as making decisions and understanding information. It will also
help them to develop essential lifelong skills such as:

-

Working out how much food is needed for a meal
Converting currency rates when abroad
Managing personal finances and budgeting
Working out the best deals in the supermarket and making sure they receive the
correct change!

At St. Mary‟s we believe that every child can develop the skills they will need and,
tmfetger, we cal wmrk tm buhjd cghjdrel‟s cmlfhdelce hl katgs ald al ajj-important
positive attitude towards all things numerical.

Read on to find out:
- How we teach Maths in Year 5 and 6 in school
- Some activities you can do at home with your child
- Where else you can go to find help and support in maths

Addition:

Once pupils move into Year 5 and 6, we use column addition to complete written addition
calculations. At the end of Year 6, children will need to be able to use this method
confidently to complete calculations in a timely and accurate fashion. This is the most
efficient method of addition.
Correct place value is important with this method, as is a good understanding of basic
number bonds as, each time, the children are finding the total of 2 (or 3 if we have had to
„carry‟) mle-digit numbers.
Addition can be done in a range of real-life contexts however, a trip to the supermarket offers up
a wealth of opportunities to practice adding and finding totals.
Wgy lmt…
- Challenge your child to estimate the total of your weekly shop when you get to the check out.
Round up items to the nearest pound and mentally find the total. Maybe the person with the
closest estimate can put their feet up when you get home whilst the losers unpack the
groceries!
- How much weight are we adding to our cupboards? When adding tins of beans and chopped
tomatoes to the supermarket trolley, ask your child to try to keep track of the running total.
- For organised shoppers out there, let your child see your shopping list before you go to the
sgmns ald use tge stmre‟s webshte tm try tm cajcujate al accurate tmtaj fmr tge weekly shop.
Compare this total to the receipt once you finish shopping.

Subtraction

In Year 5 and 6, we use column subtraction to complete written subtraction calculations. At
the end of Year 6, children will need to be able to use this method confidently to complete
calculations in a timely and accurate fashion. This is the most efficient method of
subtraction.
Subtracthml hs cmknjeted by subtracthlf tge „tmn‟ lukber frmk tge lukber bejmw ht.
Subtraction needs to be done in this order – we callmt „swhtcg‟ tge dhfhts hf tge bmttmk
number has a higher value than the top. In instances where the top number is not large
enough to take away the bottom number (eg. 3 – 7), we „refrmun‟ by „bmrrmwhlf‟ 1 frmk tge
dhfht „lext dmmr‟.
The kitchen can be a great place to practice some subtraction.
Wgy lmt…
- Do some baking? Weigh the bag of flour. How much will be left in the bag once you have
poured out what you need?
- Rul mut mf effs? Here‟s £5. If 6 effs cmst 85n, gmw kucg cgalfe whjj ymu recehve at tge
shop?
- If you need 125g of sugar and you only have 72g left in the packet, how much more do you
need?

Multiplication
When it comes to multiplication, the importance of
times tables knowledge cannot be underestimated.
In Year 5 and 6, we use the column written
method to multiply which simplifies the calculation
so that we are focusing on a one-digit x one-digit
calculation at all times.

We use the column method of multiplication to multiply by
one-digit numbers. In Year 6, students are expected to be
able to use this method to multiply any 4-digit number
(both whole and decimal) by any one-digit number:
Eg. 4682 x 4; 23.49 x 6
In this example to the left, the first step is to multiply 7 x
4. The product is 28. 8 ones are recorded and the 2 tens
are carried to the next column to be added to the product
of the numbers there.
When we are multiplying by a two-digit number (eg. 346 x
24; 6389 x 63), we use the column method of long
multiplication.
The first stage is the same as the regular method of
column multiplication (In this case, 5 x 43).
Next, we multiply by the tens of the multiplier (In this case,
60 x 43). Because we know that anything multiplied by a
multiple of 10 ends in 0, we automatically place a zero in
the ones column. Now we can use our times tables facts
again to multiply each digit of the multiplicand by the tens
of the multiplier (In this case, 6 x 3, then 6 x 4).
To find the final answer, we simply find the total of both
products.

Multiplication comes in handy in many real-life contexts. One example is the planning of a
birthday party. Why not get your child involved when planning your next big event?
For example:
- If a buffet will cost £3.65 per head, how much will it cost to cater for 75 guests at
the party?
- If we offer each guest a 220ml glass of something fizzy when they arrive, how many
millilitres of lemonade will be needed to provide 90 guests with a drink?
- There are 7 balloons in each centre piece. If we want to make 16 centre pieces, how
many balloons will be needed?

TTRockstars is a fun way to get your child practising their times tables.
This program can be accessed online at www.TTRockstars.com or on a tablet or phone by
downloading the TTRockstars app.
Children answer quick-fire multiplication and associated division questions. By doing this,
tgey earl cmhls wghcg tgey cal tgel „sneld‟ on the latest rock star outfits and accessories
for their avatars. What is most desired though, is not coins but bragging rights – who
can complete the most questions in 60 seconds to become a Rock Hero?
In Years 5 and 6, children should aim to answer any times tables question correctly in
less than 3 seconds.
Ask your children to show you wgat ht‟s ajj abmut – but be careful not to get hooked
yourselves! (Family subscriptions are available on the TTRockstars website)

Division
Just like multiplication, understanding of division
goes hand-in-hand with knowledge of (and
confidence in) times tables facts.
In Year 5 and 6, we use short division as a
written method – mtgerwhse klmwl as tge „bus stmn
ketgmd‟. Afahl, iust jhke tge cmjukl ketgmd of
multiplication, it allows us to focus on one step at
a time (linking to our times tables facts wherever
possible)
We use the short method of division to divide numbers with up to 4
digits by one-digit numbers. In Year 6, students are expected to be able to
use this method to divide any 4-digit number (both whole and decimal)
by any one-digit number:
Eg. 6784 ÷ 6; 432.5 ÷ 5
In this example to the left, the first step is to see how many groups of 4
can be made from 1 The answer is 0 so the 1 from the hundreds
column is moved over to the tens.
Now we look to see how many groups of 4 can be made out of 13. We
know three lots of 4 are 12. This gives us 3 and one left over, which we
carry to the ones column. Finally, four 4s are 16 with none remaining.
Overall, we have found out that there are 34 groups of 4 in 136.
When our divisor has two digits, we use long division. The process
is similar to short division however, since we do not usually know
multiples of2-digit numbers by heart, we first find the first 10
multiples of the divisor by using repeated addition Eg. The first
multiples of 37 are: 37, 74, 111, 148, 185, 222, 259
So, in this example, we cannot make any groups of 37 from 9 so
the 9 is carried over, making the next dividend 98. 2 groups of
37 are 74(we cannot make 3 as that would require 111) After
making groups of 7 from 98, we have 24 left over. This 24 is
carried over to the next digit; making 243. 6 groups of 37 (222)
can be taken from 243, leaving 21 as the remainder.

Remainders
When solving problems with division, it is important to pay close attention to the question to see
what should be done with any remainders. Options include rounding up or down, only stating
the remainder or expressing the remainder as a decimal fraction.
Eg.
a) Pencils are grouped into bundles of 6 to be sold. If there are 247 pencils, how many
full bundles can be made?

= 41 bundles (Rounded down)
b) 36 chickens on a farm lay 247 eggs in total. If the eggs are packaged into boxes of 6
to be sold at the market, gmw kaly effs whjj be jeft mver fmr tge farker‟s breakfast?

= 1 egg left over
c) £247 is raised at our school bake sale. If we share this money equally between 6
charities, how much will each charity receive?

= £41.16 (Calculation continued on to find a decimal remainder)

Division can be applied to a range of contexts. Food always works well as it can be done
nracthcajjy (ald, jet‟s be gmlest, wgm dmesl‟t jhke tge hdea mf sgarhlf mut sweets sm ymu cal eat
them afterwards?!)
Activities to try at home (or when out for dinner!):
- Dad‟s mrdered nhzza fmr a sjeenmver. If there are 48 slices in total, and 6 kids attending
the party, how many slices can each of the children take?
- If the cooked pasta weighs 650g, how much will each person get if it is shared equally?
- Muk‟s bmufgt a 500f iar mf nealut butter. If mle servhlf mf nealut butter weights 12g,
how many full servings can be made from that one jar?

How else can I support my child with maths at home?
Whenever and wherever possible, give maths a real-life context: Get out the dry pasta shells to
physically work out a division calculation, cut up a swiss roll to demonstrate fractions, let your
child help out with the shopping.
Try to maintain a positive attitude towards maths – this will help your child to be positive and
confident about maths too.

For more ideas and support, why not check out the following websites and resources:
- http://www.familymathstoolkit.org.uk
- http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/parents/primary_support/
- http://www.first4families.co.uk/download/education/parents-guide-to-primarymaths.pdf
- www.mathseveryday.com
- http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/teachers/ks2_activities/maths/

…ald, rekekber, tgere whjj ajways be smkemle at scgmmj tm tajk tm hf ymu
need any further help on how to best support your child in maths at home.

